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Well folks it was really rewarding to see the excellent turnout for conference. A pity that 

snow stopped some getting to Wellington. We would really appreciate getting feedback 

from those who attended as we have a policy of continual improvement of our conference. 

Just answer the following and email to sinclairjg@gmail.com 

1) Overall conference value out of 10 

2) What was of most value to you and why? 

3) What was of least value to you and why? 

4) Were there issues that emerged that you were unaware of? 

5) General comments? 

We need your help to get the conference right – so over to you. 

 

In this issue you can read: 

• Comments from the Chair 

• Aircraft Sound 

• Noise Abatement Renewals 

• Queenstown 2015 

• Last Post 

• Toolbox 

• Last Word 

 

Comments from the Chair 

 

A huge thank you to all that took the time out of their busy schedule to attend the Aviation 

Leadership Summit. By all measures it has to be seen as a success, with plenty of comment 

flowing through to me on the good as well as the not so good. Firstly a huge thank you to 

Sam and our hard working EO, JG Sinclair. Until you are thrust into delivering the goods, it is 

hard to understand the pressure that one goes under to make sure that the whole 

programme runs to schedule. We had a variety of speakers, and Nick Smith and Connor 

English each delivered a beauty. The venue was adequate, and the Gala evening was by all 

accounts well accepted. From the AAA perspective, there were good presenters, and I think 

we have set the stage for a “bloody beauty” ANZAC conference between the AAAA and us in 

Queenstown next year. Already we have had offers of a hanger (Southern Lakes, /Over the 

Top) for staging some event, and I am sure the rest of the gang will get around and support 

us all. 

  

Moving on to Down To The Wire, we are pushing this initiative with Dick Smith’s name -

soon to be joined by other worldwide aviation celebs - more from the point of view of 

getting publicity. I have been out this week spraying, and every farmer we worked for 



 

around here, mentioned about DTTW, and in cases where they didn’t have any wires, 

asked “would we be getting a certificate signed by Dick Smith?” Such is fleeting fame, but it 

has got them to take notice. As this ramps up I would ask you all to seriously consider 

promoting this within your regions, and I am thinking it may be useful to have a copy of one 

of the newspaper articles circulating at the moment to refer to. For those that have farmers 

who have taken down wires, there will be a certificate of appreciation (still in the drawing 

stage) available to present to your clients. Those that want a copy of Ed Randall’s letter re 

the Workplace HSE requirements, it’s on the web, or call me.  Thanks to my committee for 

digging in and lending a hand. Well done. 

  

Keep it safe out there, remember to look at your profile, and let’s look at raising the 

sustainability of this industry! 

  

Becky 

 

Aircraft Sound 

 

How many of us can recall the first Boeing 707 service to NZ? If my memory is correct Pan 

Am operated the first 707 service here and since then the sound of the jet engine is a sound 

to which we have all become accustomed. And just by the way it was the 15th July 1954 

when the 707 prototype first flew. Yes that’s 60 years ago!! 

 

Noise Abatement Renewals 

 

The astute amongst us will have noticed that their Noise Abatement Certificates are due for 

renewal. For the initial issue the AIRCARE™ rules required a face to face course but that is 

not necessary this time around. You can renew your certificate on-line at 

http://www.aia.org.nz/Aircare Go to the relevant page titled Noise Abatement Renewal 

Assessment then select either Helicopter or Fixed Wing. Whereas the cost for the face to 

face course was $250 + GST this time around it is a mere $50 + GST ($57.50) Note too that 

Version 6 of the Noise Abatement Code of Practice has been added to the website. 

 

Queenstown 2015 

 

See if this whets your appetite. Next year’s conference at Queenstown will be shared with 

the Australian AAA and is themed to mark the 100th Anniversary of ANZAC. 

Monday 29th June  Human Factors, CRM, Wire Course, Welcome Social 

Tuesday and Wednesday Ag Aviation issues, advice, commentary and dedicated trade 

display time – Awards Dinner 

Thursday 2nd July NZHA and Aviation NZ programme commences 

Friday 3rd July Aviation NZ continues 

• Conference will be at same venue as accommodation 

• Room rates are either $100 or $135. 



 

• We hope to mount some sort of display to mark the ANZAC Centenary which should 

involve lots of noise!!! 

 

Last Post 

 

Bob McDowell died recently at Blenheim at the age of 87. Bob will be remembered for his 

long time service as secretary of AGPANZ – for newbees that was the Ag Pilots’ union back 

in the 70’s. Through Bob a number of safety improvements were made in the aerial 

topdressing industry as it was at the time. 

 

Toolbox 

 

• At the conference we looked at the costs of running R44’s, Crescos and Jetrangers. 

The costing spreadsheet we used is available to members and can be adapted for 

any aircraft. If you want it we can email it to you so you can put in your own 

numbers. But remember to change the numbers in the yellow cells only 

• Combined Human Factors, CRM, Wire Course run by AAAA June 29th 2015 

• Take care when selecting your Chemical Re-validation Course provider. There are 

now two in the market but only one can provide pilots with a GROWSAFE® Pilots 

Agrichemical Rating Certificate. AIRCARE™ requires GROWSAFE® and there’s a 

chance your Regional Air Plan does too. 

 

Last Word 

 

What are the attributes that make Ag Aviation folk different to the others – not better – just 

different as was noticed at the combined Summit this year?  

Could it be because our sector is more at risk from environmental interventions than any 

other?  

Could it be because we operate constantly in the high risk low-level environment? 

Could it be because we have to write our own cheques to attend conference? 

Could it be because as owner/operators we may be mortgaged to the hilt? 

Could it be that all of these factors make us much more committed to our chosen 

profession? 

 

Send any feedback to sinclairjg@gmail.com and remember  

 

   

 

 

 

There’s another day 

tomorrow 


